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Events
6:30 p.m., Wed., July 29, DC-SLA book club: Whoever tells the best story wins:

how to use your own stories to communicate with power and impact by Annette
Simmons; the author will attend via Skype

From Your DCLA President: We are
meant to be mentors!

Announcements
Capital Librarian Seeks
Contributors
Stories are being sought for
publication in Capital
Librarian on a range of
topics relevant to
DCLA and members. For
inquiries or to submit
a story, contact the editor.

Whenever I embark upon a journey I often consider the many
obstacles and challenges that may occur while en-route to my
destination. For example, will I encounter traffic congestion,

Volunteers Needed
for the 2015 National
Book Festival

car accidents or some malfunction to my car? I never know
what to expect. To help prepare for the journey, in an effort to
reduce the odds of delay and to avoid or mitigate potential
obstacles I usually listen to the latest traffic report making me
aware of traffic jams due to road construction and car
accidents. I also try to keep my car well-tuned to help prevent
potential car malfunctions.
Sometimes we face similar impediments in our careers paths
but we are not tuned to the latest career report; advising and
warning us on how to navigate professional hurdles. My career
has been full of potential stumbling blocks and obstacles, and I
am sure there are many more waiting for me. Fortunately for
me I have had advisors over the years who have offered me
sage advice to guide me through the tough times. Some
advisors were assigned mentors; others were colleagues who
wanted to see me do well and reach my potential. Click here to
continue reading.

A Look Into the Brand New Labs at
DC Public Library
DC Public Library has two brand new spaces, the Fabrication
Lab, or Fab Lab, and the Studio Lab! The labs along with
Digital Commons and the Adult Learning Computer Lab make
up The Labs at DC Public Library. Although not entirely ready
for public use, The Labs opened to the public on Saturday,
June 20, 2015 when The Labs' staff began conducting
orientations to the two new spaces. Attending a lab orientation
is one of the requirements for becoming a member of either
the Fab Lab or Studio Lab.
The Labs at DC Public Library expand the opportunities for
creation and innovation. Free to use, library customers will be
able to create, build, and prototype in the Fab Lab and
document, record, and produce in the Studio Lab. Along with
the popular 3D printers, the Fab Lab is equipped with various
CNC (Computer Numerical Control) Routers including a
DIWire, Handibot, Laser Cutter, Milling Machine, and XCarve. The Studio Lab is equipped with various professional
recording equipments like instruments (keyboards, digital
drums, DJ equipment, etc.), microphones, green screen,
digital cameras, and much more.
The Fab Lab (For larger size images, click the link.)

The 2015 National Book
Festival will take place on
Saturday, September 5, 2015
from 10 a.m. to 10 p.m. at
the Walter E. Washington
Convention Center located at
801 Mt. Vernon Place NW,
Washington, DC.
Volunteers must meet two
requirements. All volunteers
must commit to at least one
shift and must attend a
mandatory briefing session.
At the briefing session you
will receive your volunteer
assignment, a detailed
instruction packet and a
Festival T-shirt that
identifies you as a volunteer.
To volunteer contact
faye.levin@ketchum.com.

DCLA "Movers &
Shakers"
Congratulations to
Bobbie Dougherty, 2015
Cafritz Awards Winner
Bobbie Dougherty, DCLA
Membership Director and
DC Public Library Adult &
Teen Services Librarian,
received a Cafritz Awards.
The Cafritz Awards are
awarded annually to
distinguished DC
Government Employees as
recognition and reward for
outstanding performance
and exemplary services. To
learn more about Bobbie's
award, click here.

Capital Librarian Seeks

"Movers & Shakers"
Tell us what you're
doing, send your anecdotes
and updates by
completing this form.

Job & Internship
Board
Circulation/Reference
Specialist (Library
Assistant II), John
Hopkins University
Metadata and
Scholarly Publishing
Librarian, George
Washington
University
Senior Digital
Services Librarian,
University of
Baltimore

Editorial
Victor Benitez
To see how the Sol LeWitt inspired mural was created, check
out this video.
The Studio Lab (For larger size images, click the link.)

Contributors
Bernadette Mirro

DCLA Board
Julius C. Jefferson,
Jr., President
Yvonne Dooley, VicePresident/President-Elect
Christina Bailey, Past-President
Victor Benitez, Secretary
TaChalla Ferris, Treasurer
Bobbie Dougherty, Membership
Director
Christopher Corrigan, ALA
Chapter Councilor

Eboni Henry, Advocacy
Director
Kimberly Knight, Career &
Leadership Development
Director
Jamilla Coleman, Systems
Director

New DCLA Members

Attend a Lab Orientation: To attend a Fab Lab or Studio Lab
orientation, call (202) 727-1175.

Op-Ed Contributor

Did Ranganathan forget the sixth
law?
by Bernadette Mirro

I recently relocated to the D.C. area after having spent several
years working in academic libraries in New York City. I
decided to expand my job search to include institutions
outside of libraries. The articles I read about librarians finding
satisfying roles outside of the traditional library wooed me and
I assumed I could do the same. I applied for and accepted a
role as an Instructional Design Manager at a nonprofit
institution. The role required me to apply the skills I had
developed designing information literacy sessions for online
programs but with a focus on a different type of content. I
enjoy working with online learners and thought it would be a
great opportunity to branch out and explore a different
industry.

Amanda Brite, University of
Arizona
Donnell Brown, DC Public
Library
Michele Datiles, CUA Student
Ian Knabe, UMD Student
Richard Kowalski, Consumer
Electronics Association
Rachel Trent
Lisa Snyders, UMD
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